IMC Chamber of Commerce and Industry & M.R. Sureka & Co.

introduces a course on

INSOLVENCY & BANKRUPTCY

This programme is designed for all aspirants who want to take their career on fast track whether they are students, lawyers, accountants, technical persons and want to use the knowledge of Insolvency & Bankruptcy in their profession or job. The certification programme covers an in-depth knowledge on the Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code. On completion of the programme, the person will be able to use the knowledge and skill in his profession to succeed.

ELIGIBILITY: Graduates/ Working Professionals/ Bankers/ Law students/ Practicing Lawyers/ Entrepreneurs

OBJECTIVES:
- Understand the objectives of the Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code.
- Understand the relation of various Acts read with the Insolvency Code.
- Understand the procedural process and be able to handle it effectively.
- Understand how to use this law to safeguard company interest.

CONTENT:
- Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code.
- Valuation of Business.
- Company law.
- Financial Management.
- Latest judgements and effects on economy
- Other Laws read with the Insolvency & Bankruptcy Code.
- Procedural aspects of the Act.

DURATION: 26 hours

For details, please contact the Education Department of the IMC Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Churchgate, email: imc.education@imcnet.org or call on 9004749823/ 9870944469.